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Software testing is an important and expensive part of software projects. Test
automation has potential to reduce this cost by automating especially regression
testing. The goal of this thesis was to evaluate ways to automate user interface
testing. The literature review compares different automated user interface testing
methods and discusses test execution and reporting practices. In an empirical
case study, a user interface test automation system was developed in the T-LOIK
project of the Finnish Transport agency for automating regression testing. The
test automation system also included a system for automatically executing tests
and reporting results.

Structure based testing and visual GUI testing were used for building the test
automation system and both of the methods are also recommended in literature.
Results indicate that structure based tests are more reliable and cheaper to main-
tain, but require understanding of the internal user interface structure and having
access to it. Visual GUI testing is not dependent on the type of user interface
used.

In addition to developing tests, the test execution and reporting practices need
to be considered as well. It is important that the tests are executed regularly
in order to notice errors early. In addition, error reports need to be clear and
contain enough information for evaluating the reason of the error.

In conclusion, especially regression testing should be automated as much as pos-
sible, because the existing features change less often reducing the need for main-
tenance. Either structure based tests or visual GUI tests should be used for this.
In addition, it is important to ensure that the tests are useful for developers by
concentrating on good execution and reporting practices.
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Ohjelmistotestaus on keskeinen osa ohjelmistoprojekteja ja muodostaa myös mer-
kittävän osan niiden kustannuksista. Näitä kustannuksia on mahdollista vähentää
automatisoimalla erityisesti regressiotestausta. Tämän diplomityön tavoitteena
oli arvioida erilaisia tapoja automatisoida käyttöliittymätestausta. Kirjallisuus-
katsauksessa vertaillaan erilaisia menetelmiä käyttöliittymien automaatiotestauk-
seen ja käsitellään erilaisia tapoja testien suorittamiseen ja tulosten raportoi-
miseen. Empiirisessä tapaustutkimuksessa kehitettiin testiautomaatiojärjestelmä
käyttöliittymän regressiotestaukseen Liikenneviraston T-LOIK projektissa. Ke-
hitettyyn järjestelmään kuului myös järjestelmä testien automaattiseen suoritta-
miseen ja tulosten raportoimiseen.

Testiautomaatiojärjestelmän kehittämisessä käytettiin rakennepohjaisia testejä
ja kuvantunnistukseen pohjautuvia testejä. Molempia tapoja suositellaan myös
kirjallisuudessa. Tulokset viittaavat siihen, että rakennepohjaiset testit ovat
luotettavampia ja ylläpitokustannuksiltaan halvempia. Toisaalta ne vaativat
ymmärrystä testattavan sovelluksen käyttöliittymän sisäisestä rakenteesta ja
pääsyä siihen, kun taas kuvantunnistukseen pohjautuvat testit eivät ole riippu-
vaisia testatun sovelluksen rakenteesta.

Testien kehittämisen lisäksi on tärkeää huomioida myös testien suorittamiseen ja
raportoimiseen liittyvät käytännöt. On tärkeää suorittaa testejä säännöllisesti,
jotta virheet voidaan havaita aikaisessa vaiheesa. Lisäksi on tärkeää, että virhe-
raportit ovat selkeitä ja sisältävät tarpeeksi tietoa virheen syyn selvittämiseksi.

Keskeinen johtopäätös on, että erityisesti regressiotestausta kannattaa automa-
tisoida mahdollisimman paljon, koska olemassaolevat ominaisuudet muuttuvat
harvemmin, joka vähentää ylläpitokustannuksia. Testaukseen kannattaa käyttää
joko rakenteeseen tai kuvantunnistukseen perustuvia testejä. Lisäksi on tärkeää
varmistaa, että testeistä on hyötyä kehittäjille keskittymällä hyviin käytäntöihin
testien suorittamisessa ja tulosten raportoimisessa.

Asiasanat: käyttöliittymätestaus, testiautomaatio, kuvantunnistukseen
perustuva testaus, rakenteeseen perustuva testaus, mallipoh-
jainen testaus

Kieli: Englanti
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Glossary

Exploratory test-
ing

Testing that is conducted without any formal planning.
[Itkonen and Rautiainen, 2005]

Regression testing Testing that aims to verify that all parts of the software
that used to function correctly still work correctly after a
new version of the software. [Whittaker, 2000]

Manual testing All testing where a tester uses the software manually.
[Alégroth et al., 2015]

Automated testing Testing conducted by a computer program and not a hu-
man tester.

GUI Graphical User Interface
User interface test-
ing

Testing the user interface of the system.

Programmable
testing

Automated testing that is based on programming the
tests. Used to differentiate certain methods from capture
& replay testing. [Leotta et al., 2014]

Capture & replay
testing

Automated testing conducted with a tool that records the
user actions and replays them later. [Leotta et al., 2013b]

Visual GUI testing Automated testing of the graphical user interface (GUI)
that is based on locating user interface elements by image
recognition. [Alégroth et al., 2015; Alegroth and Feldt,
2017]

Structure based
testing

In this thesis, this is used to describe automated GUI test-
ing that is based on locating user interface elements by the
internal structure of the user interface. In a web appli-
cation, this could mean locating the elements by their ID
that is defined in the HTML file [Leotta et al., 2013b].

Model based test-
ing

Automated testing that is based on a model of the tested
software and its expected behaviour. Test cases are gen-
erated based on the model. [Schieferdecker, 2012]
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Software testing is a major part of the total effort and costs in a software
development project. Automated testing has the potential to reduce these
costs while simultaneously improving quality. However, test automation is
not easy to implement and it often suffers from high maintenance costs.[Rafi
et al., 2012] As a result, manual testing is widely used in the industry. Manual
testing has other benefits as well. It requires minimal initial effort, human
testers can notice several errors even if they are not explicitly instructed to
look for such a problem and testers adapt well into changes with the tested
software. Therefore, the consensus among practitioners is that automated
testing cannot fully replace manual testing [Rafi et al., 2012].

Changes in software often cause regression problems and features that
used to work, may contain errors due to changes in some other parts of the
software. [Whittaker, 2000] As a result, all parts of the software should be
sufficiently tested prior to releasing a new version. This regression testing
often consists of executing some set of defined test cases for all new versions
in order to ensure that software meets its requirements. Therefore, the same
test cases are executed repeatedly for each version. However, continuous
software engineering highlights the ability to quickly deploy new versions of
software into production. This leaves little time for testing and manually
executing a large number of test cases is a time consuming process. Test
automation can be especially useful in regression testing by automating the
repetitive tasks.

This study evaluates the different test automation solutions for user in-
terface testing. The literature review discusses benefits and limitations of
various available user interface testing techniques and best practices for test
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 9

design and execution. The conducted case study also compares user interface
testing techniques and describes the test automation infrastructure required
for executing the tests.

The analyzed literature reports experiences with one method of testing
or compares two different methods. This study aims to give an overview
of all the different alternatives and give recommendations on using various
methods and how the test execution infrastructure could be implemented.

1.2 Research problem and research questions

Main research question

How to automate user interface testing?

Specifying research questions

1. What kind of automated user interface tests are cost effective in finding
defects?

2. How to execute and report automated user interface tests in a way that
is useful for developers?

The main research goal is to automate some parts of the user interface
testing and build a test automation system. To be useful, the automation
test system has to be able to find defects and report them in a useful way for
developers. The test automation system here refers to the whole test system
including for example the tests themselves, the infrastructure to execute and
report tests and different third party tools used to design and execute tests.

The specifying research questions divide the process of automating user
interface testing into two distinct parts.

The first specifying question considers the tests and their ability to find
defects. The cost effective adjective highlights that the defect finding ability
has to be evaluated in regards to the development costs. Furthermore, it has
to be pointed out that the value of defects need to be considered as well and
some defects are more important to find than others.

The second specifying question highlights that in addition to good tests,
the way they are executed and reported is also important. The test execution
should be convenient and the test results need to be useful for developers so
they can react to the defects.
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Research question Literature
review

Empirical
study

1. What kind of automated user interface tests are
cost effective in finding defects?

3.1-3.7,
3.9, 5.1, 6

4.2.1,
4.2.2,
4.3.1, 5.1,
6

2. How to execute and report automated user in-
terface tests in a way that is useful for developers?

3.8-3.9,
5.2, 6

4.2.1,
4.2.3,
4.3.2, 5.2,
6

Table 1.1: Table indicating which part of the thesis discusses each specifying
research question.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

First, methods used in conducting this study are presented. The literature
review method is briefly covered while the process of the empirical study
is discussed in more detail. Next, different automated user interface testing
methods are introduced and discussed in the literature review part. The liter-
ature review also discusses manual testing and test execution and reporting.
The goal of the literature review is to give a good overview of the different
methods and their advantages and disadvantages. This gives a good basis
for understanding the empirical study, which presents the results of the case
study. Next, the discussion section summarizes the answers for the research
questions. In general, the thesis is structured so that the test methods and
practices are discussed separately from the test execution and reporting prac-
tices. This division is also highlighted with the specifying research questions.
The table 1.1 lists sections based on whether they relate to first or second
specifying research question.



Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Literature review

The literature review is conducted by searching for relevant articles mainly
on Google Scholar and also on the Finna database. The study concentrates
on automated testing of the user interfaces. As search terms, I used different
method names and different tool names. The terms were chosen based on
some initial articles I read on the subject. I also read the references of the
studies I had found to find further material. The methods for finding the liter-
ature were not systematic and cannot be considered a comprehensive sample
of the all literature related to automated user interface testing. However, the
material gives a reasonable overview of the different methods available for
automated user interface testing and their benefits and disadvantages.

The selected literature was read and analyzed. The focus was especially
in finding advantages and disadvantages of the different user interface testing
methods and finding different methods used for executing tests and reporting
test results.

2.2 Design science

Design science is used as a research method, since the research is about
constructing the test automation system and evaluating its usefulness. The
research process is iterative and as such fits well into the design science model.
Peffers et al. [2007] divide the design science research process into five parts
that will each be discussed next. The process is visualized in Figure 2.1,
which is a modified version of an original diagram by Peffers et al. [2007].
The work is evaluated based on a division to two different artefacts. The
first artefact is the tests that access the user interface and its elements and
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CHAPTER 2. METHODS 12

assert its correctness. The second artefact is the overall test execution and
reporting infrastructure including the software, hardware and practices used
to execute the tests and report the test result. The division to two artefacts
in this manner is done, because the two artefacts have different goal and are
therefore evaluated differently. Although, the tests and the test infrastructure
are on a different level of abstraction and have different evaluation criteria,
it is not always straightforward to distinguish between them. For example,
the code used for the tests and the code used for reporting are of course
interlinked and changes made in one may affect the other.

Next, I will discuss each part of the design science process. Both artefacts
are discussed separately, but they are built to solve the same problem and
they are communicated in the same way so those parts are not separated
between artefacts.
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Figure 2.1: The design science research process [Peffers et al., 2007] used in
this study.
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2.2.1 Identify problem

The empirical study was conducted on T-LOIK, which is a road traffic mon-
itoring system of the Finnish Transport Agency. The T-LOIK system is
described in more detail in section 4.1. The software is updated often so
there is little time for testing and problems with regression have been com-
mon. The different parts of the T-LOIK software are divided into three areas
of responsibility for different companies. As a result, there are integrations
between different tools developed by different companies as well as integra-
tions to external systems increasing the complexity. Therefore, it was seen as
important to automate regression testing so that the manual testing efforts
could be concentrated on additional exploratory testing. Furthermore, the
companies responsible for the development may change after 2018 and the
handover of the software is easier if the test coverage is good.

2.2.2 Define objectives of a solution

Tests

The high level objective of the user interface tests is to automate as much
regression testing as possible. There is so many features that it is not feasible
to manually test all of them even in a simple way for each version of the
software. The goal of the automation is to make it possible to redirect manual
testing resources to exploratory testing and testing new features and to test
features that have been almost completely untested at the moment.

The high level objective requires as good test coverage as possible and
good quality tests. The objective was further divided into more concrete
objectives that are easier to measure. They were recognized in various dis-
cussions regarding the objectives of the test automation system and also
refined in the iterative process during the study. They are presented and
described in Table 2.1.

Test execution and reporting infrastructure

The objective of the test execution and reporting infrastructure is to support
the tests and make it possible for them to be useful. The objectives in Table
2.2 were recognized in discussions regarding the test automation system in
the early phase of the project.
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Objective Description
Ability to find
defects

Ability to find defects is tangible evidence that the tests are
useful and able to prevent some defects from being deployed
in the production system. However, tests are valuable even if
they do not find defects by providing some confidence in the
correct functionality of the software.

Easy test main-
tenance

It is inevitable that some features and requirements will
change and tests need to be updated. In those cases, it is
important that it requires as little work as possible.

Extendability of
tests

It should be possible to be able to extend tests easily and
take advantage of the similarities between different cases to
be tested. As a result, good test coverage is easier to achive.

Test reliability Tests should be consistent so that they would fail if there is
an error and succesful if the tested feature works as expected.
However, sometimes the tests fail somewhat randomly, which
is obviously unwanted and makes it more difficult to trust the
results.

Test execution
time

The test design affects the time it takes to execute them and
it is good to have as fast execution as possible so the feedback
loop is shorter.

Table 2.1: Objectives of tests

Objective Description
Convenient test
execution

It was noticed that while the tests were being executed, the
computer could not be used for anything else. As a result, it
was important to find a way to execute tests without moni-
toring and without having to obstruct other work.

Short feedback
loop

The tests should be executed as soon as possible after changes
made by developers. This way, developers can better react to
possible defects found. The actual execution time of the tests
is an important part as well, but that is related to the Tests
artefact.

Clear reports It is important that the reports clearly indicate which tests
succeeded and which ones failed. The reason for failure should
also be communicated clearly. The project has an existing
process for reporting defects and the test automation system
should conform with the existing system.

Table 2.2: Objectives of the test execution and reporting infrastructure
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2.2.3 Design and development

Tests

At first, selecting the tools to be used was the most important task. T-LOIK
is written with the C# programming language for the Windows platform so
that limits the availability of options. I made some analysis of the various
available tools for testing Windows applications. There are some proprietary
tools such as TestComplete by Smartbear [Smartbear, 2017] or Telerik testing
tools [Telerik, 2017], but their licenses cost several thousands of euros. While
the tools are expensive, the cost is comparatively insignificant compared
to the cost of working hours spent on manual testing or building the test
automation system. Nevertheless, making such an investment would have
required some level of certainty that it would have saved costs in working
hours or otherwise be worth the cost. Eventually, we decided to use the
TestStack White [TestStack White, 2017] open source tool for most of the
testing. There were some existing initial automated tests developed with
TestStack White and our analysis did not reveal any significant features in
other tools that TestStack White would not have. Sikuli [Sikuli, 2017] is an
open source visual GUI testing tool that was also considered to be used, but
TestStack White was determined to be a better option. Some parts of the
software such as the map are difficult to test with TestStack White so we
still also use the Sikuli tool to some extent.

I started developing the test automation system together with another
employee, who had already built some tests and a basic architecture for the
test automation system. However, this other person left the project soon.
As a result, I continued developing the test system alone and I gradually ex-
panded the tests to cover new features, improved test reliability and improved
the test execution and reporting system.

When developing tests for a new part, I first developed the required meth-
ods to access each part of the software such as pressing a certain button or
accessing a text field. Often, I added automation ID’s to the source code
of the application to achieve this. Having developed this kind of basic func-
tionality, it was easier to iteratively develop tests for that section of the
application.

At first, it was a priority to test the viability of test automation in dif-
ferent parts of the T-LOIK application. Therefore, when I had some variety
of working tests for testing one feature, I moved on to testing a new feature
instead of trying to improve the test coverage of some individual feature.
Having reliable tests was another priority, so a major part of my time was
spent on fixing previous tests, since new errors were often encountered in
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them. Some of the errors were random in the sense that they would not
always occur and it could take several executions before they could be no-
ticed. Some errors were also due to changes in the tested application and its
requirements meaning that the tests needed to be updated as well.

In some issues, it was problematic that I did not have a good understand-
ing of the source code of the T-LOIK application. Therefore, it was valuable
that I got help with developing the tests from developers of the T-LOIK
software.

The test automation system could not be finished during the writing of
this thesis and the design and development of new tests and maintaining
current tests is still an ongoing process.

Test execution and reporting infrastructure

The focus was more on developing the tests itself, but the execution and
reporting infrastructure was gradually developed as well. The focus was
especially in those parts of the test execution and reporting system that
make test development easier as well by being able to execute tests more
efficiently during their development. The most important goal was to be
able to execute tests automatically on a virtual machine and gather reports
of executing those tests.

Originally, I executed tests on my own computer, which was not ideal as
I could not use it for anything else simultaneously. The used testing tools
require the used computer to have its screen turned on, so it was not possible
to leave it running on its own for a long time due to security concerns. I
started researching into the possibility of using a virtual machine to execute
tests. It had to be a Windows machine that has access to the restricted
network of the Finnish Transport Agency. After some time, I acquired access
to such a virtual machine from the Finnish Transport Agency and started
using that for some of the test execution. However, I still used my own
computer for developing new tests and running single tests due to better
performance of my computer.

Next, I wanted to be able to automatically execute new tests with the
latest version. The project already had a network drive with the latest version
available in its own folder. Therefore, I had to write a script that downloaded
the latest version, installed it and then executed the tests. Then, I configured
the computer to automatically execute that script every day.

The reporting system is partly based on a report generating tool that
gathers log information of T-LOIK. It is currently used in manual testing and
in the production environment by the real users in reporting their problems.
I modified the existing tool and integrated it with the tests.
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In addition, according to our design, it would be possible to automati-
cally report defects to developers in the Jira defect tracking system, since I
noticed a script had already been written earlier for that purpose. However,
automatic reports are not useful until the tests are reliable enough that most
of the errors are real defects in the applications and not errors in the tests
themselves. Therefore, the focus has been more on making the tests more
reliable and this part of the artefact has not been developed.

2.2.4 Evaluation

Tests

The use of the automated user interface tests started almost as soon as
the first tests were finished and the tests were continuously evaluated and
developed further. The evaluation was especially focused on the first research
question: What kind of automated user interface tests are cost effective in
finding defects?

More specifically, the evaluation was based on the objectives presented in
Table 2.1

There was not any special evaluation phase, but evaluation was conducted
as part of the normal development process. While executing and developing
tests or analyzing test execution errors, I evaluated if the test was easy to
maintain, whether its architecture enabled reuse of some parts in further
tests, whether the test was reliable and if its execution time was good enough.
Especially reliability is difficult to evaluate, but sometimes possible problems
can be seen by reading the test code and sometimes problems with reliability
would arise after executing the test several times.

Tests’ ability to find defects was evaluated by monitoring the amount and
quality of defects found with the test automation system. However, so far
the results have not been compared with defects found with manual testing.
Later, it could also be useful to analyze the defects found in the production
environment and see what kind of a test could have detected it and whether
it would be feasible to implement such tests. This would be useful later in
deciding which parts of the system should be tested further.

So far, I have mostly conducted the evaluation while developing and exe-
cuting tests. In addition, other developers have examined and given feedback
about the general test architecture.
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Test execution and reporting infrastructure

The test execution and reporting infrastructure was evaluated based on the
research question 2: How to execute and report automated user interface
tests in a way that is useful for developers?

There are several aspects in executing tests and the test reports that
make them more useful for developers. Ideally, the tests are executed auto-
matically, quickly and the results are clearly reported. If all the tests have
passed, the report does not need to be very thorough, but the report is more
important in case of failed tests. Especially, it is important to know the cause
of the failure. During the implementation of the test automation system, I
have noticed that there have been many false negative test results. That is,
failed test execution have often pointed to an error in the implementation of
the test rather than an actual defect in the software being tested. Therefore,
it is important to know if the error in question is a real defect in the software
or an error in the test automation system. With all errors, it is important
for the developer to understand what the test tried to achieve and why it
failed. This makes it easier to evaluate the importance of the problem.

Test execution speed is another consideration that is relevant for the
developer and it is important that the feedback loop is as short as possible.
On the other hand, a requirement for a short feedback loop affects the number
of tests that can be run. However, running too few tests may leave some
errors unnoticed, but running too many of them would take too much time.
This is why it is necessary to find a balance in running the right amount of
tests. As a result, it may be necessary to prioritize tests so that some tests
are run more often than others. In addition, the technical implementation of
the tests affect the execution time.

The test execution and reporting infrastructure has not been used to
automatically generate error reports. Therefore, the developers have not
evaluated those reports. The automatic reporting has not been implemented
due to many errors in tests making it sometimes difficult to distinguish be-
tween errors in the tests and errors in the tested T-LOIK system. On the
other hand, my own needs in developing the tests are somewhat similar to
the needs of the developers. Based on a test report of the test automation
system, I have evaluated whether the test should be fixed or if there is a
defect in the T-LOIK system. I have also used the reports to understand
why the test failed. Therefore, I have evaluated the infrastructure mostly on
the same criteria as a developer would.
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2.2.5 Communication

During the time frame of this research, the development of the test system
has not finished. However, the results so far are reported in this thesis and
they will also be reported in internal meetings within the T-LOIK project.
The project is scheduled to finish in 2018 after which there is a maintenance
phase and a competitive tendering process to decide which providers will
maintain the system. Since the providers may change, it is especially impor-
tant to clearly document the test system so that it will be useful during the
maintenance phase.
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Literature Review

3.1 Introduction to automated user interface

testing

Automated graphical user interface testing is not a new concept, and already
Kepple [1994] discusses programmable GUI tests and capture & replay tests,
which only record a manual test execution and execute the same clicks later.
Automated testing has become easier during the last 20 years, but it still
has a lot of issues according to Alégroth et al. [2015] and Rafi et al. [2012].
The issues include maintenance issues and lack of skilled people. Automated
testing also requires higher upfront cost in building the testing infrastructure.
As a result, manual testing is still commonly used in the industry. However,
automated GUI tests are nevertheless common nowadays and in this litera-
ture review, I will study different methods of automated user interface testing
and compare them. It is not practical to automate all testing and I will also
compare the different methods with manual testing to determine when it
would be better to continue using manual testing. First part of the literature
review is used to answer the research question 1: ”What kind of automated
user interface tests are cost effective in finding defects?”. Whereas, research
question 2: ”How to execute and report automated user interface tests in a
way that is useful for developers?” is discussed in sections 3.8.

There are various methods of testing user interfaces and I give one classifi-
cation of them based on Leotta et al. [2014] in Figure 3.1. Their classification
is based on web applications, but it can be equally well be used for desktop
applications since the same concepts are present in them as well. I will briefly
discussion the classification in the introduction and the methods will be in-
troduced in more detail with examples in subsequent sections. Finally, the
methods are compared with each other.

21
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Figure 3.1: A classification of test methods based on Leotta et al. [2014]
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The first distinction is between manual and automatic testing and I will
focus on automatic testing methods in this thesis. Leotta et al. [2014] divide
automated tests to programmable tests and capture & replay tests by their
method of creation. In programmable tests, the test developer writes the
source code for executing the tests. Instead, in capture & replay testing, the
tester uses the software under test in a normal way and the capture & replay
tool captures the steps and can replay them later. So while being automated
testing, it is still quite similar to manual testing as it makes possible to run
manual test cases again. The tool used in capture & replay testing generates
the source code for executing the test again so it is possible to create capture
& replay tests without knowing any programming.

The method of locating user interface elements can be used to furthermore
classify GUI testing methods. Both programmable and capture & replay
tests need to locate the user interface elements they interact with in some
way. Leotta et al. [2014] specify three methods to locate elements. First,
the elements can be detected visually from an image of the user interface.
Second, they can be located based on the structure of application’s user
interface. Leotta et al. [2014] are discussing testing of web applications so
they call it ”DOM-based localisation” since the Document Object Model
(DOM) is the structure used in web pages. For example, the element can
be localised based on its ID or other DOM elements such as locating the
second div element in the body of the HTML page. However, a similar
approach to locating elements can be used in other applications as well. For
example, Windows Presentation Foundation(WPF) applications also have
a tree structure, which allows locating elements similarly based on ID and
other traits. Structure based testing can be further divided into different
subcategories based on what kind of structure is used for localisation. I
have listed ID based testing and DOM based testing as examples as they are
discussed in the referred articles. Thirdly, Leotta et al. [2014] list a possibility
to use coordinates to locate elements. This simply means that the automated
test will always click the same specified coordinates on the screen. However,
coordinates based testing is omitted from the Figure 3.1 and does not have
its own section, because the method is considered obsolete and very fragile
since practically all changes in the software will break the tests [Leotta et al.,
2014].

Another test automation method not mentioned by Leotta et al. [2014],
is model-based testing. In model-based testing, the test engineer does not
explicitly create the different test cases, but a testing tool is instead provided
with a model of the software that is tested. The model can include the
different requirements of the software. Based on the model, the tool creates
a variety of test cases. However, the tests still need to locate and interact with
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the elements using visual GUI testing or structure based testing. Therefore,
it can be used together with those methods and is not directly comparable
with them.

In the literature review, I will analyze some case studies comparing the
different methods with each other. I will try to keep the focus on the methods
and not the exact tools that are used. However, some of the tools are men-
tioned in many of the reviewed studies so I will briefly introduce them here.
In the articles that discuss ID based recognition of elements, Selenium is
used as a tool. Selenium is an open source tool used for automating browsers
[Selenium, 2017]. It is often used for testing web applications. It supports
several different programming languages and it is also possible to generate
capture & replay tests with Selenium. The articles discussing visual testing
use Sikuli as a tool. It is an open source tool developed for visual testing
in the MIT university [Sikuli, 2017]. It is based on defining elements in the
source code by referring to an image of the element. During execution, Sikuli
scans the screen and looks for the specified image and for example clicks on
that location.

First, I will compare automatic testing with manual testing. Next, I will
discuss capture & replay testing. Then, traditional programmable testing is
discussed first from the viewpoint of structure based testing and then from
the visual GUI testing viewpoint. Finally, model-based testing is introduced
as well. After the different user interface testing methods have been intro-
duced, I will discuss test case design in general and test priorization and
execution. Finally, the results are summarised in section 3.9.

3.2 Manual testing

Manual testing covers all testing where a tester uses the software manu-
ally and it has traditionally been the most important approach for testing.
[Alégroth et al., 2015] The testing can either be structured and follow a cer-
tain test case step by step or it can be exploratory testing where the tester
tries to find defects in an unstructured manner. Structured test cases can be
very detailed with explicit instructions what to do at each phase and what is
the expected outcome. This kind of manual testing is possible to automate
to some extent similar to the approach used by Alégroth et al. [2015] where
they created the automated test suite based on the manual test cases.

Rafi et al. [2012] conducted a systematic literature review to find out
the consensus on benefits and limitations of automatic testing. In addition,
they conducted a survey among automatic software testing practitioners to
find out their opinions regarding the findings of the literature review about
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the benefits and limitations. The study did not concentrate on any specific
automation method, but in automatic testing in general and compared it with
manual testing. The benefits they found out included improved quality and
confidence in quality, test coverage, reliability, reusability of tests, increased
number of detected faults and reduction in costs and human effort. This
is in line for example with Alégroth et al. [2015] who compared visual GUI
testing with manual testing. They conclude that manual testing was more
expensive and prone to errors. The tester needs to execute the test cases
again numerous times making it very time taking. As a result, manual testing
is also very tedious and the tester may be negligent in noticing all the errors.
The automated tests were also able to find more defects compared to manual
tests. On the other hand, the practitioners were very divided on the question
of whether they think automatic testing increases fault detection as about
as many respondents agreed and disagreed with the statement. One of the
respondents commented ”The fact that the testing is automated does not
increase the fault detection rate. It is the tester creating the tests which
facilitates high fault detection. ...it depends on how it is used”. However,
there was good consensus regarding the other benefits and most respondents
either agreed or strongly agreed with the benefits.

Most important limitations or common problems in automatic testing
found out by Rafi et al. [2012] were failure to achieve long term goals, dif-
ficulties in maintenance, problems with creating the testing infrastructure,
false expectations, inappropriate testing strategies and a lack of skilled peo-
ple. They also highlight that all manual testing cannot be automated. For
example, if using the software requires a lot of domain knowledge, it can
be more difficult to automate it. Similarly, Alégroth et al. [2015] conclude
that automated testing should not be considered as a complete substitute
for manual testing. They point out that unlike human testers, automated
tests can only find defects explicitly asserted in the test cases. Respondents
in the survey conducted by Rafi et al. [2012] also had similar views regard-
ing the limitations. Only 6% of the respondents thought automatic testing
could fully replace manual testing and most of them also agreed or strongly
agreed on the other limitations. As an exception, just 45% agreed that most
testing tools in the market are insufficient. Rafi et al. [2012] note that it
is quite understandable that the views on tools are divided as practitioners
have different requirements for their tools and are using different tools with
each other.

Manual testing clearly still has its place according to the results. However,
the common problems in automated testing are not impossible to solve and
the correct test strategies need to be considered carefully. The next sections
discuss some ways to automate testing.
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3.3 Capture & Replay testing

Contrary to programmable visual or ID based tests, capture & replay tests
do not necessarily need any programming skills. The Figure 3.3 shows an
example of ID based test code. In a capture & replay approach, a test case
for a similar login form would be created by letting a capture & replay tool
capture the steps while a tester would manually log in using the tested form.
Based on the manual test execution, the tool would generate test code that
is similarly based on the element IDs or other DOM features. It would also
be possible to use capture & replay testing together with visual locators.
Additionally, capture & replay can also include assertions that ensure that
for example some text is visible on the screen as intended.

Leotta et al. [2013b] compare capture & replay testing with programmable
testing on 6 different web applications using Selenium IDE for capture &
replay tests and Selenium Webdriver for programmable tests. Their aim
was to compare both initial development costs and maintenance costs. It
is noted that the Selenium IDE offers several useful features for capture &
replay testing in addition to capturing, such as editing and debugging tests,
support for several different locators such as ID, name and XPath, suggesting
useful assertions and a locator assistance functionality. According to the
Selenium documentation, the locator assistance functionality records several
alternative locators for an element and provides a possibility to easily change
which locator is used.

They found out that programmable tests are more expensive to create
initially since the capture & replay tests generate the code automatically
based on user action. However, they note that capture & replay tests’ lack
of code reuse make them more expensive to maintain. According to their
empirical study, the total cost of programmable tests was lower already after
2 new released versions of the tested software. Therefore, the total cost
of programmable tests is considerably cheaper if new versions are released
regularly. Leotta et al. [2013b] also highlight that programmable tests give
more opportunities for building tests such as parameterizing them.

3.4 Structure based testing

Programmable structure based tests are automated user interface tests that
are manually written by the test developer using some programming lan-
guage. User interface elements are located by their IDs or by some informa-
tion available in the DOM in case of web applications or some other struc-
ture. ID location requires that the elements have IDs that are specified in
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Figure 3.2: An example of HTML code that could be used for login. [Leotta
et al., 2013b]

Figure 3.3: An example of Selenium code [Leotta et al., 2013b]

the user interface structure and that they are accessible to the testing tool.
This should always be relatively easy to achieve if the software under test
is developed in the same organization. Most testing tools have an option to
recognize elements by their ID including Selenium that is used in many of
the referred articles. Leotta et al. [2013b] show an example of a login page
in HTML and a Selenium script that can be used to interact with that login
page. They are available in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. I use the figures to
demonstrate the central concepts of structure based tests.

The Figure 3.2 has a small HTML form. In this case, we can see that
the username and password fields as well as the login button have defined
ID values. Therefore, it is possible to locate the elements by referring to the
ID. It is important to make sure that IDs are unique so that the references
are unambiguous. If the IDs would not be defined, it would be still possible
to interact with a HTML form like that. This is demonstrated in Figure
3.3, where three different methods are used. In reality, it would be more
common and consistent to use only one method if possible. First, the script
finds the username field by it’s ID ”UID” and writes the user id given as
a parameter to the field. Next, the password field is selected by selecting
the second input type element using XPath and writes the password to that
field. Thirdly, the login button is found by looking for the text ”Login”. The
example script also shows how it is possible to get the text in different fields.
This is not used for anything in the example, but it could for example be
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used for asserting that a certain text is found within the page. Next, we will
introduce some studies regarding structure based tests.

Leotta et al. [2014] compare a web page DOM (Document Object Model)
based approaches to visual recognition of the web page elements by trying
both approaches on six open source web applications. For a DOM based
approach, they use Selenium WebDriver recognizing the elements by their
ID where possible, which they see as a best practice. However, locators
based on name, LinkText, CSS and XPath were also used. Sikuli was used
for the visual approach. The same test suite was implemented with both
tools. The web applications they chose had at least two different versions
available. This made it possible to develop the test cases in an earlier version
and test how well the those test cases worked with a later version of the same
application. The applications were hosted on a local network and then the
tests were evaluated based on the amount of locators required, robustness of
the tests, initial development effort, maintenance costs and execution time.

In another study, Leotta et al. [2013a] compare the use of ID, XPath
locators and LinkText locators in Selenium WebDriver in an industrial case
study. They focus especially on the maintainability of the different locators as
they highlight that overtime, the maintenance costs usually have the largest
effect on the total costs. They define a fragile test as a test that breaks
easily when the tested software or web page changes. The locator used has
a major impact on how fragile a test becomes. For example if an element is
located based on its ID, it can be located even if its location on the screen,
appearance or text changes. On the other hand, if a test is looking for a
button with text ”Sign in” and the text has changed to ”Log in”, the test
will fail and will not find the button. However, such a failure in a test would
be easy to fix as well by changing the text in the test.

Leotta et al. [2013a] use the page object pattern in order to allow working
at a higher level of abstraction and to improve maintainability. The concept
means that common interactions are encapsulated within a method that in-
cludes all the steps required for that interaction. For example, logging in
to a service is probably a common task in a test suite and might consist of
typing a user name, a password and pressing the ”Log in” button. All the
three steps can be encapsulated within one method making it easier to reuse
in different tests.

In the case study, they test a part of a content management system of a
company. They started with implementing the tests with ID locators. The
software was developed with an IDE automatically adding IDs to all HTML
elements so all elements had a ready ID. Using the page object pattern, they
implemented all parts related to locating elements as separate methods that
could be called from other parts of the test suite. Next, they implemented
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tests to test logging in and navigating a number of pages to reach the func-
tionality to add a new user and finally adding a new user. While the test case
is relatively simple, it still took 3 hours to run the whole test suite, since they
had implemented 336 different test cases using different parameters such as
username, name, surname and email. Next, they implemented the same tests
with three other combinations locating methods, which were ID+LinkText,
only XPath and XPath+LinkText. They note that the XPath locators could
be implemented by referring to the ID of the element, but they would not do
that since then it would be just identical with the ID locating method. Due
to using the page object pattern, they needed to just implement the parts of
the code related to locating elements and otherwise the same identical test
cases could be used.

When a new major release of the content management system was re-
leased, Leotta et al. [2013a] noticed that all test cases created with all locating
methods failed. Next, they repaired the tests and recorded the time it took to
repair each test suite.To minimize learning, they had a 7 day break between
repairing each test suite and ordered them so that similar test suites were
not adjacent to each other. According to the results, ID and ID+LinkText
based tests were consistently significantly easier to repair as it took 3-4 times
longer to repair tests involving XPath locators.

The examples so far have only covered web applications, but it is possible
to test for example Windows desktop applications in a same way. Lehtinen
[2016] describes a test suite created in a game company to automatically
test the user interface of their internal developing tools built on Windows.
Lehtinen describes the Windows UIAutomation framework, which makes it
possible to programmatically access user interface elements of Windows ap-
plications. As he describes how the framework is inconvenient to use itself,
there are different tools encapsulating the Windows UIAutomation features
in a more easier to use form. Lehtinen used the TestStack White framework
for accessing the UI elements. Similar to Selenium, Windows UIAutomation
framework and TestStack White make it possible to select elements by their
ID, text or element type. Lehtinen does not go into much detail about the
exact testing results, but reports that he managed to build a functional test
suite for testing the most simple and mundane features and test cases.

3.5 Visual GUI testing

Visual testing approach for locating elements is different from various struc-
ture based locators in the sense that it is completely independent of the source
code of the software under test. The elements are located based on visual
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appearance. Examples of tools enabling visual testing include Sikuli, Test-
Complete and JAutomate. For example, in a login form, the log in button
would not be recognized by its text, ID or any other DOM feature. Instead,
the tester would take a screenshot of the button and then the testing tool
would look for an object similar to the screenshot on the screen and click
there. All the tools have similar basic functionality and they should all have
the same basic advantages and disadvantages compared to the other methods
such as ID based testing. Borjesson and Feldt [2012] compared Sikuli to an
established commercial tool, name of which they would not mention, cost-
ing about 10 000 euros. According to their comparison, both tools worked
equally well and there were no statistically significant differences in their
performance.

Alégroth et al. [2015] present a case study of the Swedish corporation
Saab using visual user interface testing successfully in two different projects
independent from each other. The team used Sikuli and another tool they did
not want to name to automate part of the existing manual test cases. They
had 67 manual test cases described in text documents, which they aimed
to automate with as similar tests as possible. They did find the automated
tests useful. However, the team also had various problems with the tools and
reported altogether 58 challenges, problems or limitations that they divided
into 26 categories. They also report four solutions that they feel would be
relevant in other projects as well. Some of the problems were only related to
their particular software under test or the testing environment, but many of
the problems are likely to occur in other projects as well.

One of the problems reported is that the Sikuli image recognition does
not work well in some cases. Sikuli does not require the element on the
screen to have exactly the same pixels as the image that is looked for. In-
stead, it accepts also matches where part of the pixels are different. Still, it
is based on having pixel level similarity so the elements may not be recog-
nized in many situations where a human would recognize it easily. The team
observed that sometimes the failures were random in the sense that without
an apparent cause they sometimes failed and sometimes succeeded in recog-
nizing an element. As a solution for problems with image recognition, the
team recommends trying different images or the same image again as this
sometimes solves the problem.

Another problem reported is that the test has to constantly wait for the
elements to appear on the screen, which can be solved by adding different
delays. As a result, the execution time may get considerably lower, which was
also noted by Leotta et al. [2014]. In addition, Alégroth et al. [2015] report
that the Sikuli documentation is insufficient. This makes it more difficult to
debug problems.
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Visual GUI testing is also discussed by Karlsson and Radway [2016]. They
test a website, which can be used for searching information about products
and purchasing them. They use visual GUI testing for testing the website.
Similar to Leotta et al. [2014] and Alégroth et al. [2015], they also point
out the long execution time of visual GUI tests. However, they argue that
visual GUI tests are easy to create and maintain, because they are not related
to the source code of the software under test. They argue that this visual
approach is intuitive and makes the test cases easier to understand for testers
with insufficient understanding of the source code. Being independent of the
source code can also make the tests more robust. In general, they consider
visual GUI testing to be a suitable method for especially regression testing
as old features change less often than new ones.

Alegroth and Feldt [2017] discuss the use of visual GUI testing especially
in long-term usage. They review the use of Sikuli based visual GUI testing
over several years at Spotify by interviewing 5 of the people at Spotify who
had implemented the testing system at. They also discusses the method
in general as well based on previous studies. Spotify started using Sikuli
in 2011 and built a test automation system combining model-based testing
and visual GUI testing. The test cases were designed using the Graphwalker
model-based testing tool, which is discussed more in section 3.6. For actual
test execution, Sikuli and its image recognition was used. Contrary to for
example Alégroth et al. [2015], the Spotify employees did not consider the
reliability of Sikuli a major problem. One of them mentions that Sikuli rec-
ognized the images correctly about 99,9% of the times. They also valued
being independent of the source code and implementation of the tested soft-
ware, because they had many different platforms to test and they wanted to
also test 3rd party integrations for example with Facebook. In general, they
were satisfied with visual GUI testing and Sikuli and it could replace a lot of
manual regression testing.

However, Sikuli was later partly replaced with another testing solution
due to some disadvantages of visual GUI testing. First, it was not practical
to test dynamical data, because Sikuli checks the expected result based on
a static picture. As a result, it was practical to only do the tests in a test
environment, which would not change. Another problem was the cost of
maintenance. While it was feasible especially in the desktop application, the
pictures had to be constantly updated to take user interface changes into
account. In addition, different versions of the software on different operating
systems have slightly different fonts and other appearance so they needed
different versions for them as well. Furthermore, they were also testing 3rd
party services like Facebook, meaning that visual changes in the Facebook
part would also break their tests. Finally, Sikuli does not work properly
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for testing on mobile devices and it is not possible to use the computer for
anything else while using it.

Due to these issues, Spotify switched to using a solution more integrated
with the source code that could access parts of the software bypassing the
UI. The solution was not discussed in detail, but it would probably fall into
the structure based testing category used in this thesis. However, the new
solution was not solely superior and Alegroth and Feldt [2017] point out that
since it does not directly interact with the GUI, it does not notice if there is
something visually wrong in the user interface as long as the software works
from a functional point of view.

3.6 Model-based testing

So far, we have discussed visual testing and methods based on the ID of
the element or other identifier. What these methods have had in common
with each other is that the developer always explicitly declares that which
elements are interacted with and in what order. Schieferdecker [2012] gives a
general presentation of model based testing and its phases. In model based
testing, the testing tool uses the software under test according to a model,
which describes the expected behaviour of the tested software. The tester
can also decide on different stopping conditions such as that the test goes
through all the states of the model at least one time.

Amalfitano et al. [2015] present one example of using model based testing
for testing Android applications. They describe MobiGUItar, which is a
tool they have developed themselves and demonstrate it on four applications
downloaded from the Google Play store. First, MobiGUItar builds a state
machine of the different states in the user interface by trying all different
actions in the user interface. Similar states can then be merged. After
having built this kind of a model, the tool can traverse the user interface on
its own. However, it is possible for the developer to restrict the actions of
the tool by for example giving lists of accepted input for different fields.

When tested with the four applications selected from the Google Play
store, MobiGUItar managed to find some defects related to crashing of the
application. Amalfitano et al. [2015] state that it is possible for developers to
add their own assert statements for validating functional requirements, but
on its own the tool can only find clear errors such as the application crashing.
This is understandable since the tool cannot know how the application should
work if it has not been specified.

In another study, Koistinaho [2013] presents a model-based test suite cre-
ated to test a system used by emergency dispatcher workers in Finland. Due
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to lack of available tools, he created many of the tools used himself. Koisti-
naho concentrated especially on the availability of the emergency dispatching
system and he created a model of the most important parts of the system.
As a result, Koistinaho managed to succesfully create a test suite that could
be used to comprehensively test the emergency dispatching system and find
defects in the system.

Model-based testing is also used by Spotify as presented by Alegroth and
Feldt [2017]. They use a model-based testing tool Graphwalker. Graphwalker
reads models as directed graphs and generates test paths or test cases from
these graphs. The actual test steps can be implemented with any tool or
programming language. Spotify used visual GUI testing tool Sikuli for that
purpose. The Graphwalker creator Karl Kristian argues that the approach
is good because it separates the implementation from the model making it
easy to make changes into one without affecting the other. [Kristian, Karl,
2016] Furthermore, he argues that it is easy for anyone familiar to the domain
being tested to comment on the model and make changes into it, because
Graphwalker generates the model based on a visual directed graph.

3.7 Test design

In the study conducted by Rafi et al. [2012], one respondent highlighted the
role of testers related to fault detection in automated testing: ”The fact that
the testing is automated does not increase the fault detection rate. It is the
tester creating the tests which facilitates high fault detection. ...it depends
on how it is used”. The previous sections have reviewed different testing
methods and practices, but the design of the tests is more important for
finding defects and ensuring the actual product quality. This part is not
really any different from manual testing, because similar guidelines that can
be used for building good manual tests can also be used for building good
automated tests.

Such guidelines can be found for example in the book The Art of Software
Testing originally published in 1979 while my discussion is based on the 2004
edition. [Myers et al., 2004] Test case design is also discussed by Whittaker
[2000]

In the chapter about test case design, Myers et al. [2004] make the dis-
tinction between black box and white box testing. In white box testing, the
source code is available and it is possible to try covering as many lines of
code and decision branches as possible. When the source is not available, it
is not possible to measure for example line coverage so other guidelines are
more practical then. They mention equivalence partitioning where the goal
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is to divide the program into many as equivalent parts of possible where it
is reasonable to expect similar behaviour and then you can test each part
with one or few tests. Another method discussed is boundary-value analysis
meaning that usually it is efficient to test especially boundary values. It can
easily be combined with equivalence partioning for example if one needs to
test a field with integer input. Possible equivalence classes would be for ex-
ample a negative integer, zero, positive integer, a very large positive integer
and any other string that is not an integer. It is easily possible that there is
a defect that occurs with value ”-5”, but not with value ”7”. However, it is
more difficult to imagine a defect that would occur with input ”12”, but not
with ”13”.

Myers et al. [2004] point out that one problem with equivalence partition-
ing and boundary-value analysis is that they do not consider all the different
combinations of input values. For example, putting a positive value in one
field and a negative value in the second field. However, the number of all
different combinations of all fields is usually so large that it is not possible
to cover all of them even with automated testing. They propose cause-effect
graphing as one solution where you create a graph of different causes and
effects in some sub part of the program. Such a visualization can then help
in selecting a suitable set of cases to write tests for.

Finally, Myers et al. [2004] discuss error guessing as a method and note
that some people are good at intuitively finding different defects and problems
in software without specifically using any well defined methods or processes.
Then you guess which parts of the program might have problems and write
tests for them. While the method is very vague and as such difficult to use
in an organized manner, Myers et al. [2004] suggest using it together with
other more formal or organized methods such as equivalence partitioning and
boundary-value analysis. They also highlight the importance of the tester
intuition with the method. Itkonen and Rautiainen [2005] discuss exploratory
testing, which is testing without a special plan. They mention it is a creative
way of doing testing and it is a very similar concept to the error guessing
method discussed by Myers et al. [2004].

In addition to discussing concepts such as branch coverage and boundary-
value analysis, Whittaker [2000] discusses selecting tested areas based on
typical usage. He points out that usually it is easiest to find defects in the
less used parts of the software. However, such defects may not be as serious
as defects found in tests testing typical user scenarios.

Berner et al. [2005] highlight the importance of using different kind of
tests since they have their own strengths. As an example, they point out
that automated user interface tests are usually expensive to build so it is
better to use unit tests when it is possible. It would also be difficult to
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simulate some situations in the user interface that still need to be tested for.

3.8 Test execution

In addition to the used testing methods, it is also important to consider
how the whole test system is implemented and how tests are executed. All
the referred studies include some description of the test setup and how tests
were executed. Instead of describing them in detail, I will point out to some
practices I think are useful in other projects as well.

First, Berner et al. [2005] point out why it is important to execute tests
often and maintain them well. Based on their observations on case studies,
they describe a possible development, which may occur if tests are not main-
tained properly. First, there is a limited number of tests, they are actively
developed and tests with errors are fixed within a short time. Gradually, the
number of tests increase and occasionally some tests have errors, but fixing
them is neglected, because they do not seem to be about anything important.
This may lead to a situation where the understanding of the tests becomes
so insufficient and the amount of broken tests has increased so much that
fixing the tests becomes too expensive. As a results, towards the end of the
project it is not possible to run the tests anymore, although Berner et al.
[2005] point out that this is usually the time when the tests would be the
most useful. They also note that one reason for this possible development
is that 60-80% of defects found during the test automation effort are found
during the development of tests. Only the remaining 20-40% are found dur-
ing the repeated execution of tests. As a result, it may feel more important
to prioritize writing new tests than ensuring that it is possible to execute the
current tests.

Karlsson and Radway [2016] discuss the prioritization of test cases. As
discussed by Berner et al. [2005], all the tests would ideally be run as often as
possible. Due to the long execution times, it is necessary to limit the number
of test cases run or execute them less often. Karlsson & Radway propose
that each test case is given a priority value based on execution time, failure
rate, frequency of usage of the feature tested and the system criticality of
the feature tested. More specifically, tests taking a long time to run should
be run less often. Whereas tests that fail often, test frequently used features
or test features that are business critical should be tested more often. Each
test was given a value for each of the mentioned attributes and the priority
value was calculated based on those parameters. Depending on this priority,
tests were either executed on every execution, at least weekly or every two
weeks.
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Alégroth et al. [2015] discuss the possibility to re-execute failed tests to
improve reliability. One of the issues Alégroth et al. [2015] reported with
visual GUI testing was that the tests have often errors with recognition. For
example, a image is not found even though it would be there. They also
noticed that the errors are sometimes random in the sense that running the
test again solves the problem. Therefore, they added redundancy to test
runs. In case study Case 1, they would first rerun a failed assertion and if it
would fail again, return to a known state and run the whole test case again.
And if it would fail a third time, the whole system would be restarted and
the test case executed for a fourth time. In the Case 2 case study they only
ran each failed assertion again for one more time.

Another issue Alégroth et al. [2015] point out is that the Sikuli tool lacks
support of grouping test cases into test suites or otherwise managing a num-
ber of different test cases. They solved this issue by writing a main Python
script that would execute the other Sikuli scripts written in Python contain-
ing the single test cases. In addition, they added logging capabilities for the
tests. In Case 1, they logged results of all test steps and test cases and a video
recording of failed test cases. In Case 2, they used a tool that formatted test
results into a HTML file and screenshots of failed test executions.

3.9 Advantages and disadvantages of differ-

ent testing methods

In the previous sections, different testing methods have been discussed. In
this section, the methods will be compared more with each other. The dis-
cussion will follow the classification given in Figure 3.1. The results of the
comparison are summarised in Table 3.1. First, automated testing is briefly
compared with manual testing. Then, programmable tests and capture & re-
play tests are discussed. Next, visual GUI tests and structure based tests are
compared. Finally, the test case design and test priorization and execution
are discussed as well.

The first choice to do in automatic user interface testing is to decide what
to automate. In all of the compared automation methods, maintenance has
been the largest cost. For example, Leotta et al. [2013a] pointed out that
all their user interface tests failed with a new version of the software under
test. This is why Alégroth et al. [2015] recommend using automated testing
mainly for regression testing. Additionally, Alégroth et al. [2015] highlight
that this makes it possible for manual testing efforts to be concentrated in
more exploratory testing.
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Method Advantages Disadvantages
Manual testing Low initial cost and

adaptivity of human
testers [Rafi et al.,
2012; Alégroth et al.,
2015]

Cost over time, execu-
tion speed and occa-
sional unreliability of
human testers [Rafi
et al., 2012]

Capture & Re-
play testing

Low initial cost, no
programming skills re-
quired [Leotta et al.,
2013b]

Fragile, high main-
tenance costs [Leotta
et al., 2013b]

Structure based
testing

Most robust and low-
est maintenance cost
[Leotta et al., 2013b,
2014]

High initial cost
Leotta et al. [2013b]
and not independent
of the source code
Alégroth et al. [2015];
Alegroth and Feldt
[2017]

Visual GUI test-
ing

Independent of the
source code and more
intuitive for some
developers [Alégroth
et al., 2015; Alegroth
and Feldt, 2017]

Image recognition
problems [Alégroth
et al., 2015; Leotta
et al., 2014] and
higher maintenance
and initial costs com-
pared to ID based
testing in some cases
Leotta et al. [2014]

Model-based
testing

Automated test case
creation [Amalfitano
et al., 2015; Koisti-
naho, 2013; Alegroth
and Feldt, 2017] Can
complement other
methods [Alegroth
and Feldt, 2017]

Creating a suitable
model may be diffi-
cult and expensive.
Limited availability
of tools [Amalfi-
tano et al., 2015;
Koistinaho, 2013]

Table 3.1: Advantages and disadvantages of the evaluated testing methods.
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The easiest way to begin automated testing is with capture & replay
testing due to its low implementation costs and minimal or non existent
required programming skills. However, as noted by Leotta et al. [2013b]
the maintenance costs are especially high. This is because it is not possible
to benefit of code reuse by using page object pattern for example. As a
result, even small changes may require recording all the tests again. On the
other hand, high maintenance costs might not be a problem if the part of the
program that is used is not going to change often. It might also be possible to
add some code reuse by editing the generated source code. However, writing
all of the code from the beginning might be easier than large modifications.

In programmable tests, structure based and visual GUI tests are the two
main alternatives. According to results by Leotta et al. [2014], structure
based ID and DOM based tests take less time to develop, contained less
errors in 4/6 cases in locating the elements, and maintenance costs were
slightly lower. A number of reasons are offered for these results. First, the
same element often has a number of states that look a bit different. In a
visual approach, this leads to the need to have a different locator for each of
the states. Second, if there are several same looking elements on the page, it
is more difficult to locate them visually. In addition, more complex elements
such as drop down menus require more steps when implemented with the
visual approach. Finally, searching the screen for the correct picture is com-
putationally more intensive, resulting in longer execution times. However, it
is also noted that if the underlying structure of the web page changes, DOM
based locator methods can get broken, but locators implemented with the
visual approach still work if the page looks the same. Similarly, Karlsson
and Radway [2016] point out that visual tests are independent of the source
code, which may be a large advantage if the tester is not familiar with the
used source code.

The structured based tests have a variety of different locators that can
be used. Leotta et al. [2013a] conclude that ID based locators are easier to
maintain compared to LinkText or XPath based locators. In my opinion,
this is quite understandable considering that ID’s are the most exact way to
identify an element, which is usually a good thing. It was also noted that
they used generated ID’s and the results were still good so that option can
be considered as well. However, ID’s are still not always available or a good
option so it is good to have other possibilities as well.

Model-based testing is not really an alternative to programmable testing,
structure based testing or visual GUI testing, but something that can be
used together with them. Alegroth and Feldt [2017] report succesful use of
model-based testing with visual GUI testing. The elements were located and
accessed with Sikuli, but the used Graphwalker tool automatically created
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test cases based on the model. With a graphical presentation of a model it is
easier to understand the used model. As a result, people without program-
ming skills can participate more easily in the model design and it makes
maintenance easier to have the model separated from the implementation
[Kristian, Karl, 2016].

Myers et al. [2004] and Whittaker [2000] discuss different test coverage
methods such as equivalence partitioning and boundary-value analysis. This
kind of coverage analysis is easier with model-based testing in the sense that
there is a model against which it can be analysed. For example, going through
all states in the model would give full coverage of the functionalities given that
the model is good. Of course, building a good model is not easy and therefore
does not automatically create perfect test coverage for an application.

The way in which tests are executed can be used to overcome some of the
issues in the discussed user interface testing methods. First of all, Berner
et al. [2005] highlight the importance of executing the tests often and main-
taining them in good condition, because fixing them later is more expensive.
Karlsson and Radway [2016] describe how test priorization can be used to
reduce the overall test execution times. Most important tests can be run
often in order to get quick feedback for developers while less important tests
could be run for example every night or every weekend when the test execu-
tion time is less important. Finally, Alégroth et al. [2015] describe how they
executed failed tests several times to rule out some randomly occuring image
recognition errors in the Sikuli visual GUI testing tool.

Based on the literature review, I will evaluate programmable visual GUI
tests and structure based tests in the empirical part. Within structure based
tests, IDs were used as locators whenever possible since they were seen as
more reliable by Leotta et al. [2013a]. The Figure 3.4 highlights the selected
methods. Automated testing was chosen, because of the need to automate
regression testing. Capture & replay testing was not used, because of the high
maintenance costs. Model based testing was not evaluated either in the case
study, because priority was on evaluating different methods for developing
the actual tests. However, model based testing seems to have good potential
to increase test coverage in a cost effective way and it could be used later in
the project.
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Figure 3.4: The selected methods from Figure 3.1 to be used in the case
study



Chapter 4

Empirical Study

4.1 Introduction to the case project and its

current state of testing

I am working at the T-LOIK project of Finnish Transport Agency. The
project is described in Finnish at the website of the Finnish Transport
Agency. [Finnish Transport Agency, 2016] As described at the website, T-
LOIK is a tool used for monitoring Finnish road traffic and for reacting to
various events on the roads such as accidents, maintenance work or changed
weather conditions. Figure 4.1 shows an employee of the Finnish Transport
Agency using T-LOIK. T-LOIK consists of several smaller tools. For exam-
ple, Figure 4.1 shows a map tool on two of the lower row displays, which is
used for showing various information on the map. The tool visible on the two
upper row displays is used for controlling speed limit signs and other various
equipment on the roads. T-LOIK is already in use, but it is still constantly
being updated with new features. There is a major update every month, ex-
cluding July. Smaller updates adding small features or fixing problems occur
almost weekly. The update dates need to be scheduled in advance in order to
schedule trainings for the end users. It is also important, because the system
cannot be used during the update process. The final release version is usually
available for testing for a week or some days before the update date. As a
result, it is not possible to comprehensively test all the features before each
update.

The development is divided into three parts and different companies are
developing the different parts. To make integration easier, companies use
a common branch in the version control system, where new changes are
continuously added. There is also a server running the latest version of the
common branch, making it possible to continuously test the whole system

41
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Figure 4.1: T-LOIK being used in the Finnish Transport Agency. Photo-
graph acquired from Gofore website: https://gofore.com/palvelut/johda/

with the latest changes. However, there are limited resources for this system
level testing. This has resulted in problems with regression since there is no
time to test all the existing features before each update.

The issue could partly be solved by hiring more people for manual testing
or leaving more time for testing. However, that would either be expensive
or considerably slow down the development process. Therefore, automated
system level user interface testing was proposed as a solution. It is especially
useful for regression testing as many of the features stay the same and the
same tests can be executed with every update.

The project is scheduled to finish its active development phase by the
end of 2018. However, T-LOIK will still be maintained and developed fur-
ther. There will be a competitive tendering process to select the company or
companies that will provide the maintenance and development services after
2018. The employees of the company selected may not have a thorough un-
derstanding of the T-LOIK software and the software has many complicated
features making it a time taking process to gain a good understanding of how
it works. As a result, manual testing would be more difficult and it would
be less likely to notice defects if new features are added. A comprehensive
automated test suite would be helpful in detecting defects in this case and
make it easier to allow new companies to join the project.
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4.2 Development of the test automation sys-

tem

4.2.1 Overview of the test automation system

Figure 4.2: Architecture of the test automation system

The Figure 4.2 represents the architecture of the test automation system.
It otherwise represents the current implementation, but Jira reports are not
generated automatically at the moment. Next, I will describe each stage
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shortly. Both the tests and the test execution and reporting infrastructure
are discussed in more detailed in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3

1. Commit a new change in version control
A developer commits a new change in the GIT version control system.

Jenkins [Jenkins, 2017]is used to make a new build based on the change.
Jenkins also runs some unit tests and labels the build as either succesful or
failed. Jenkins saves the latest succesful build in a separate folder where the
virtual machine used for executing tests can access it. The virtual machine
has a script that installs the latest succesful build and executes the tests with
it.

2. Execute tests
The tests are executed on a virtual machine. They are based on external

tools such as Sikuli [Sikuli, 2017] and TestStack White [TestStack White,
2017] and the execution can be started automatically. Tests start the T-LOIK
software and test various features using the user interface. Currently, all tests
are always executed and it takes a few hours to execute them. However, it
would be also possible to execute just a certain subset of the tests.

3. Result of the tests
The results of the tests are gathered so that there is a list of successful

and failed tests. There is no additional reports for successful tests, but for
each failed test, there is its own folder with information regarding the failure.
Logs of the tested T-LOIK software, screenshot and stack trace of the failed
test are provided.

4. Generate Jira issues of failed tests
It would be possible to generate the Jira issues automatically, but this is

not done until the tests are more reliable. At the moment, the failed tests are
manually verified before submitting a Jira report and the report is written
manually as well. The manually created Jira issues contain a description
of the failure, information about the build number and other information
related to the tested environment and a links to the relevant logs and to
a screenshot. The automatically generated one would be similar except for
the description, since a computer generated description is obviously different
than one manually written by a tester.

5. Developer evaluates and reacts to the Jira issue
The developers reacts to the Jira issue in the same way as with other

reported defects. The seriousness of the issue is evaluated and it is fixed
after some time. It is also possible that the issue is closed without any action
if it cannot be reproduced, the software is actually working as specified or
the issue is so trivial that fixing it is not worth the effort.
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4.2.2 Tests

Different methods and tools for developing tests were evaluated during the
beginning of the project. Image recognition based Sikuli and structure based
TestStack White were the most extensively evaluated tools. Both of the
tools are free and offer the basic functionality to locate and interact with
user interface elements. Therefore, it was not seen as necessary to research
alternatives further. Originally, Sikuli seemed a better candidate, but even-
tually TestStack White was seen as more reliable and it was used for most
of the testing. However, Sikuli is still used at some parts, where it is more
suitable. First, the benefits and disadvantages experienced in using Sikuli
and visual GUI testing are discussed. Next, similar analysis is conducted on
TestStack White and structure based testing.

Visual GUI testing

The evaluation of Sikuli was conducted by developing some automated tests
for creating traffic announcements. The announcements are created using
a form with several different fields and options. Sikuli is based on image
recognition so it locates different fields, buttons or other elements based on
the screenshots its given. I have not been part of the development of the
T-LOIK application and I knew the application only by my role as manually
testing it. Therefore, I did not have understanding of the source code or in-
ternal structure of the T-LOIK application, which is why the visual approach
to testing felt very intuitive and easy to get started with. The Sikuli user
interface as presented in Figure 4.3 is also very simple. On the left, there are
different functions that can be used. Each one takes a parameter, which is a
picture as signaled by the small camera icon in the user interface. For exam-
ple, the find() function looks for the image and returns the coordinates of the
image if it is found. And the click() function first finds the image and then
clicks it. Sikuli also offers a possibility to take screenshots that can be seen
in the upper left corner. The screenshots are then saved and the image files
can be used as parameters for the various functions such as find() or click().
Using Sikuli, I managed to develop and succesfully execute simple but still
useful tests in just few hours. The Sikuli tests are created in the Python
programming language, so although test creation was simple, it is possible
to create powerful and diverse tests. It is also possible to increase the test
maintainability by code reuse and other good programming practices.

However, gradually I started noticing that the tests did not behave consis-
tently, building reliable tests was difficult and the image recognition approach
was not suitable for some parts. Next, I will list some issues I encountered
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Figure 4.3: Sikuli user interface

and some potential solutions or work arounds.
Problem: An incorrect element is clicked either all the time consistently

or sometimes inconsistently.
Workaround:
First, the image used for searching should be as clear as possible. Sikuli

also offers an opportunity to configure the sensitivity of the image recognition
system. Another solution can be used if the incorrectly clicked element is
always in a different part of the screen than the element that is supposed
to be clicked. Then, it is possible to limit the searched area so that only
some part of the screen is searched. This also has potential to improve the
time it takes to search for elements. However, different resolutions have to
be taken into account as they can affect the results. If the test is executed
on different resolutions, it is better to define it in proportion to the whole
screen resolution instead of defining it in terms of absolute number of pixels.

Problem: Clicking on elements based on text or asserting that a certain
text is on the screen is difficult

Workaround:
Sikuli does have a possibility to use OCR(Optical Character Recognition)

for reading text on the screen, but the functionality is not very easy to use and
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it is unreliable. For example, sometimes characters were recognized wrong.
Often, if you want to click on an element with a certain text, it is easiest
to take a screenshot of the text. However, then the text is considered as
an image. This may result in the previously discussed problem that wrong
elements are clicked if there is another element with almost the same text.

Problem: Selecting an element to click among many options looking
exactly the same is difficult. For example, a form can have many identical
checkboxes or radio buttons.

Workaround:
It is possible to use other elements in helping to locate the element. For

example, if the check box that should be clicked is next to a text field, the
text field can be located and then program Sikuli to click for example 40
pixels right of the text field.

While many of the problems were possible to solve to some extent, the
solutions often felt quite bad or inelegant. For example, it is unnecessarily
complicated to use OCR to read text if it is possible to directly get access to
the required text using the structure based approach. Similarly, it is unnec-
essary to locate check boxes based on other elements if they can be located
consistently by assigning them ID’s. This kind of unnecessarily complex so-
lutions often lead to problems with reliability and maintenance. This is why
it was decided to rather use structure based testing when possible. However,
one part of the T-LOIK application has a map, which has some elements
that do not have a structure visible to the tool used. Therefore, Sikuli is
useful for clicking elements on that map.

Structure based testing

Evaluation of the structure based testing tool TestStack White was started
already earlier by one of the companies developing the T-LOIK project. We
decided to continue using TestStack White, because there were already tests
written using it and no better alternatives were discovered. Due to problems
with visual GUI testing, TestStack White tests became the primary option for
writing tests. TestStack White is a C# library that offers a convenient way
to access the Microsoft’s UIAutomation library. The UIAutomation library
is quite complex and White makes it easier to access its features. The set
of features is not comprehensive, but White makes it easy to select elements
and interact with them. Interacting usually means either typing or clicking.
Elements can be selected for example by their type, ID or contained text.

Tests were organized by the features they test since they have a lot in
common and usually share for example all the preparatory actions. Com-
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monly used functions were separated into their own tool classes. This way,
the actual tests were very short and easy to understand what is happening in
them. Some quite basic functionality was implemented as well that is lacking
in the White library. For example, it is quite common that an element takes
some seconds or even a minute to appear on screen and you would want to
click the element when it appears, but White does not offer an feature to
wait for an element like this. Fortunately, such a function was not difficult
to implement.

Next, I will list some encountered problems and possible workarounds or
solutions.

Problem: Difficulties in recognizing an element
Workaround:
The most simple solution is to add an ID. This may be easy, but even

adding ID’s in simple places took some time for me since I was not familiar
with the source code. However, sometimes adding the ID’s may be more
difficult if the elements are generated in some kind of a dynamic manner.
Then, it may be possible to use some other locators, such as the type of the
element or the text it contains. Finally, visual GUI testing can also be used
if it is not possible to locate the element using the structure based approach.

Problem: The structure sometimes contains elements not actually visi-
ble on the GUI. As a result, the test may click an element that it is supposed
to click next and proceed forward. However, the click would not actually be
registered and the test would fail due to being in an unexpected state.

Workaround: The White framework offers access to some attributes
such as ”visible” and ”enabled”, which can be used to check if the element
can be clicked. This can be a good solution sometimes, but occasionally
these attributes did not work as expected.

However, when the elements had ID’s and the UI behaved consistently,
the development of the tests was straightforward. Sharing the same functions
between the different tests makes maintenance easy as well. On the other
hand, even small difficulties may sometimes take a considerable amount to
solve if the structure of the tested software is not well understood by the
tester. Therefore, it is useful to have some support from the developers.

4.2.3 Test execution and reporting infrastructure

The Figure 4.4 describes the different steps in test execution and reporting
in detail. It is similar to Figure 4.2, but focuses only on the execution and
reporting infrastructure while the Figure 4.2 gives a more general overview.
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Figure 4.4: Test execution and reporting process
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First, the latest Jenkins build is downloaded to the virtual machine from
a network drive. This is done with a custom script. The script is executed by
Windows Task Scheduler, which is a Windows service designed for scheduling
and executing different tasks based on various conditions. The same script
then installs the latest build and executes the test.

The tests are executed with the NUnit framework, which is used for orga-
nizing and executing tests. [NUnit, 2017] It offers setup and cleanup methods
that are executed always before and after tests. During the setup phase, the
required software is started and logged into. The cleanup closes all the soft-
ware and cleans the memory so that the tests affect each other as little as
possible. At the end of the test, it is also checked if the test had failed. If
the test had failed, an error report is generated into a folder with the test’s
name. The tests have long names that describe what the test does. The
folder includes a zip file with relevant logs. The logs are gathered using an
error reporting tool, which is also used by actual users to generate error re-
ports. In adddition to the zip file, the folder contains a screenshot and the
stack trace of the error in the test code.

The stack trace shows the error message and the lines of code related to
the error. The error messages can be customized and this has been done to
some extent. For example, in an earlier version, if an element would not be
found, the error message was a general timeout error that could be related
to any part of the tests. Now, the error message instead refers to the exact
element that could not be found.

Currently, the test reports are not automatically communicated to the
developer. Instead, it is first made sure that a found defect is a real defect
by reproducing it manually. Then, a report of the defect is manually written
in the Jira defect tracking system. Since the results are not automatically
reported, the test execution time is not very important at the moment. Run-
ning all the tests takes some hours, but all of them can still easily be executed
within a day.

4.3 Evaluation of the test automation system

4.3.1 Tests

The tests were evaluated based on the first research question: ”What kind
of automated user interface tests are cost effective in finding defects?”. More
detailed objectives or evaluation criteria of are the ability to find tests, main-
tenance costs, extendability of tests, test reliability and test execution time.
They are listed in Table 2.1.
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From the technological point of view, structure based tests were seen as a
better alternative compared to visual GUI tests. Structure based tests were
easier to maintain and they were more reliable. However, the structure of
the software tested may not always provide adequate access to some parts
and in those cases, visual GUI testing may be the only alternative.

Despite the early phase of test automation, 14 defects or other issues
have been detected by the automated tests. The detected defects have been
relatively simple. They have been easy to reproduce and have not required
any special combinations or conditions to be present in order for the defect to
occur. Therefore, it seems that simple tests of each feature are cost effective
since they are able to find defects and are the easiest to develop.

The cost for maintenance and development of new tests is largely depen-
dent on how the tests are developed. The tests are now designed of small
reusable methods making it easy to develop new tests and maintain old ones.
This gives a good basis for improving the test base in the future and it is im-
portant to constantly pay attention to the test structure and design to ensure
it does not deteriorate over time. Focusing on regression testing also helps
in lowering maintenance costs, since existing features changes less often.

The reliability of the tests has varied. Tests have often been irreliable to
some extent and there has been many false negative results meaning that the
tests have indicated an error even if the software has functioned correctly.
However, the false negative results are often caused by similar reasons and
the reliability can be improved gradually as the tests are improved.

The execution time of most tests is on a good level. This is ensured by not
having unnecessarily long waiting times between various steps of the tests.

As a whole, the tests are currently useful and the test architecture allows
cost effective development of new tests and maintenance of existing tests.
However, the reliability of tests should still be improved.

4.3.2 Test execution and reporting infrastructure

The test execution and reporting infrastructure was evaluated based on the
second research question: ”How to execute and report automated user inter-
face tests in a way that is useful for developers?”. More tangible objectives
are convenient test execution, short feedback loop and clear reports. They
are listed and explained in Table 2.2. The evaluation will follow the process
detailed in Figure 4.4.

The latest version can be installed and tests can be executed automat-
ically, which is convenient and saves time compared to having to manually
go through the process. It is also possible to easily configure how often the
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tests will be executed. Executing tests often made it possible to notice failing
tests and maintain good test quality.

The test execution itself with the NUnit framework works well, but the
reports are not still not good enough for developers to easily understand
what the error is about. The reports have too little information to find out
what caused the error or the information is too difficult to understand. The
stack trace error messages may be very vague and they refer to lines of code
in the test code, which the developers do not know. On the other hand, the
developers are used to reading through the log file. However, it takes more
effort to read the log files without any additional information about what to
look for.

Although, the reports are still insufficient, they are still useful for a tester.
The tester has a better idea what the different error messages mean in prac-
tice and they help in evaluating whether an error is due to an actual defect
in the software or if something is wrong with the tests. The screenshot helps
in this as well.

Another problem with reporting is that sometimes one error produces too
many reports. For example, an actual error in the logging in phase, would
cause all of the tests to fail, because logging in is part of all the tests. There
would need to be some kind of a check that prevents the same error from
being reported multiple times, because obviously you would not want over 50
reports for the same error. The virtual machine used for test execution also
has limited disk space and the reports can fill the disk, making the virtual
machine unusable.

Results are not automatically reported to developers due to problems with
test reliability, insufficient automatic error reports and the problem with too
many reports from one problem. Test reliability is the most difficult of these
problems, but it is related to the Tests artefact. Instead, the automated
tests are now used to help in finding defects. The found defects are manually
verified and then a Jira report is written manually. This ensures the report
quality and makes the developers’ work easier. However, the manual process
means that it takes days before the defects are reported if the test executions
are not monitored all the time.

Despite the problems with the current execution and reporting system,
it is still helpful in developing new tests. Furthermore, having the basic
infrastructure in place to automatically execute and report tests, it is easier
to improve the details later when the tests are more stable and it would be
useful to automate the execution and reporting process further.
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Discussion

5.1 RQ 1: What kind of automated user in-

terface tests are cost effective in finding

defects?

It is not feasible or cost effective to automate all testing. Therefore, it is
important to decide which parts of testing should be automated. In the
T-LOIK case study project, a test automation system was developed to au-
tomate parts of regression testing. Focus was on testing existing features,
because they were expected to changes less often reducing maintenance costs.
The approach for automated testing was in developing simple tests covering
as many features as possible. This was found to be the an effective strategy,
since it made it easier to achieve better test coverage and simple tests have
been enough for finding defects. Automating regression testing is also sup-
ported by literature [Alégroth et al., 2015; Alegroth and Feldt, 2017], but it
is highlighted that the goal should not be to automate all testing, but instead
allow the manual testing to be focused on more interesting and difficult parts
[Rafi et al., 2012; Alégroth et al., 2015].

Both Visual GUI tests and structure based tests were used for build-
ing the test automation system. Structure based testing was the primary
method used in the case study. The tests were relatively easy to develop and
maintain. However, some problems occurred for example due to insufficient
understanding of the structure of the application. Visual GUI tests were
used, when structure based tests were not possible due to lack of a suitable
structure. Visual GUI tests were simple to develop, but they were not as
reliable as structure based tests. These issues were mostly related with un-
reliable image recognition and difficulties in differentiating between similar
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looking elements.
There are similar experiences in the literature and Leotta et al. [2014]

recommend structure based testing as a better alternative than visual GUI
testing. They report that structure based tests are more reliable, cheaper
to develop and easier to maintain. They also cite the same problems with
image recognition and differentiating between similar looking elements, but
they also point out that the method requires accessing the structure of the
user interface. On the other hand, Alégroth et al. [2015] and Alegroth and
Feldt [2017] report positive experiences of visual GUI testing. However, they
did not directly compare it with structure based testing.

In addition to selected testing methods and tools, the cost of developing
and maintaining tests is also affected by test design and architecture. During
the empirical study, we noticed that the tests need frequent maintenance. De-
veloping and maintaining tests was easier, when tests were built of reusable
methods. These results are also supported by the literature. Rafi et al. [2012]
and Leotta et al. [2013a] point out that maintenance costs are usually more
significant than development costs, which highlights the importance of build-
ing easily maintainable tests. Leotta et al. [2013a] also recommend the use of
page object pattern, which they describe as encapsulating common function-
ality into reusable methods. These kind of methods can be recommended
regardless of the chosen testing methods or tools.

Model based testing was not evaluated in the case study, but both Koisti-
naho [2013] and Alegroth and Feldt [2017] report positive experiences of using
it. Model based testing can be used together with visual GUI tests or struc-
ture based tests and it has potential to increase test coverage without having
to write many individual test cases.

Consequently, the results indicate that regression testing with either vi-
sual GUI tests or structure based tests is the most cost effective way for
finding defects. Combining them with model based testing should be consid-
ered as well. Due to high maintenance costs, developing easily maintainable
tests should be a priority. Automating as much as regression testing as pos-
sible allows manual testing to be concentrated on exploratory testing.

5.2 RQ 2: How to execute and report auto-

mated user interface tests in a way that

is useful for developers?

Executing tests often was noticed to be important in maintaining test quality
since errors in test could be fixed earlier. It also helps in achieving a short
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feedback loop so that defects can be reported earlier to developers. To allow
regular test execution, a separate virtual machine automatically executed
tests with the latest version. Berner et al. [2005] also highlight the importance
of executing tests often and fixing arising errors quickly. Otherwise, the
technical debt increases and it is more difficult to fix them later.

Automatic unmonitored test execution requires reports that communicate
the test results. The test automation system in the T-LOIK case project
generates such reports. The reports specify failed tests and contain an error
message, stack trace of the error, detailed logs and a screenshot of the T-
LOIK application at the time of failure. The reports are useful and help
in evaluating whether the test itself is at fault or if there is a defect in
the tested software. However, the current error messages are difficult to
understand without deep understanding of the test system itself. Therefore,
specific caution should be used to ensure that the reports are as clear making
it easy to find a reason for the failure. Test reporting is also discussed by
Karlsson and Radway [2016]. They log the results of each test step and add
either a screenshot or a video recording of failed tests.

Therefore, the tests are most useful for developers if they are executed
regularly to allow a short feedback loop and the results are reported so that
the reason for failure is easy to understand.

5.3 Limitations of the study

The literature review covers several test automation methods and many find-
ings are based on just few referenced studies. Many of the studies were also
from the same author. Especially Emil Alegroth and Maurizio Leotta were
referenced a lot. In addition to studies by Alegroth et al., a master thesis
by Karlsson & Radway was also used as a reference related to visual GUI
testing. However, Alegroth was supervising the thesis, so he probably had an
influence on that work as well. While it would be good to have more versatile
references, Alegroth and Leotta can be both considered reliable authors since
they have both written their PHD thesis related to software testing and have
otherwise focused on testing in their research career as well.

Many of the references are quite old in the context of computer science
and I was uncertain about how accurate the information in publications from
2012-2015 is today. However, my most recent referenced paper by Alegroth
and Feldt [2017] gives a comprehensive introduction to user interface test
automation and it is in line with my work.

The results of the empirical study are based on just one case study and
a limited number of tests. Although I had some help in the practical im-
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plementation of the test automation system, I implemented it mostly myself
and I had limited previous experience with test automation. This limited the
amount of work I could do and I may not have been aware of some impor-
tant best practices, tools or other related issues. On the other hand, I used
similar practices and methods as in the case studies in the literature and I
had similar results with the literature.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

This study evaluated different methods for automating user interface test-
ing. Different methods to develop tests were compared and test execution
and reporting was discussed. The literature review presented studies about
structure based testing, visual GUI testing, capture & replay testing. model
based testing, manual testing and test execution and reporting. Based on the
literature review and our own empirical evaluation, structure based testing
was chosen to be used as the primary method in the empirical case study.
Visual GUI testing was also used when structure based testing could not be
used.

The results of the thesis indicate that structure based tests are recom-
mended for automated user interface tests. Visual GUI tests are also a good
option especially if the structure of the tested application is not easily avail-
able to the testing tool or if the tester does not understand the structure well.
Otherwise, structure based tests are likely to be more reliable and cheaper
to develop and maintain.

In order for the tests to be useful, they need to executed repeatedly and
the test reports need to be informative and easy to understand. This helps
in test maintenance and maintaining good test quality. In the case study,
new builds of the software were installed and executed automatically. This
enabled regular test execution, but test report quality was not sufficient for
automatically reporting the results of the tests for developers.

It is important to design tests to be easily maintainable. Good test archi-
tecture allowing for code reuse, selection of the right tools and a good system
for executing and reporting tests are examples of ways to reduce maintenance
costs. Need for maintenance can also be reduced by concentrating on regres-
sion testing since the older features are less likely to change.

While it is not viable to automate all testing, many parts of software
constantly need to be tested in a similar way with each release. This kind of
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regression testing should usually be automated as much as possible. It was
observed that even simple test cases can be useful in discovering regression
errors.

In future research, similar comparisons should be made with more recent
tools. The Sikuli tool used for visual GUI testing in literature and the em-
pirical part of this study is not actively maintained and is quite old. More
modern tools could solve some of the issues with Sikuli. In addition, the
possibilities of model based testing should be researched in more detail. The
findings in the literature indicate that model based testing can be succes-
fully combined with either structure based testing or visual GUI testing. In
future development of the test automation system, model based testing can
be evaluated as well.
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